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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION 

on the Annual Report on the implementation of the Common Foreign and Security 

Policy 

(2017/2121(INI)) 

The European Parliament, 

– having regard to the Annual Report from the Council to the European Parliament on the 

common foreign and security policy, 

– having regard to Articles 21 and 36 of the Treaty on European Union, 

– having regard to the Charter of the United Nations, 

– having regard to the Interinstitutional Agreement of 2 December 2013 between the 

European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on budgetary discipline, on 

cooperation in budgetary matters and on sound financial management, 

– having regard to the declaration by the Vice-President of the Commission / High 

Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (VP/HR) on 

political accountability, 

– having regard to the 2016 European External Action Service (EEAS) communication on 

a Global Strategy for the European Union’s Foreign And Security Policy and the 2017 

Commission and EEAS joint communication on a Strategic Approach to Resilience in 

the EU’s External Action, 

– having regard to the key principles enshrined in the Global Strategy for the European 

Union’s Foreign and Security Policy, particularly those pertaining to the sovereignty 

and territorial integrity of states, and the inviolability of borders, being equally 

respected by all participating states, 

– having regard to the joint communication from the Commission and VP/HR of 12 

December 2011 entitled ‘Human rights and democracy at the heart of EU external 

action – towards a more effective approach’ (COM(2011)0886), 

– having regard to Rule 52 of its Rules of Procedure, 

– having regard to the report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs and the opinion of the 

Committee on Budgets (A8-0350/2017), 

Introduction 

1. Is convinced that no single Member State alone is able to tackle the challenges we face 

today; emphasises that common EU action is the most effective way to preserve 

Europe’s interests, uphold its values, engage in a wider world as a united and influential 

global actor and protect its citizens and Member States from increased threats to their 

security, including in a global digital sphere; is concerned about the EU’s security 

architecture, which remains fragile and fragmented in the face of continued and fresh 

challenges every day and in which a ‘hybrid peace’ has become an unsatisfactory 
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reality; urges the Member States to take action and fulfil the wishes of those European 

citizens who have repeatedly stressed that EU foreign and security policy based on 

fundamental values and human rights is one of the most important and most necessary 

of all EU policies; considers that it is high time that Member States implement Common 

Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) tools, instruments and policies to enable the EU to 

respond to external conflicts and crises, build partners’ capacities and protect the 

European Union; 

2. Recalls the EU’s commitment to develop a Common Foreign and Security Policy 

guided by the values of democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of 

human rights and fundamental freedoms, and compliance with the UN Charter and 

international law; considers that, in order to live up to this commitment and to 

contribute to advancing human rights and democracy in the world, the EU and its 

Member States need to speak with a united voice and ensure that their message is heard; 

3. Takes the view that, in order for the EU to succeed in addressing and overcoming the 

challenges it faces, and in particular security threats, it needs to be an effective, credible 

and values-based global player, with a capacity for action and effective dialogue with 

other global players, which implies the EU speaking with one voice, acting together and 

focusing its resources on strategic priorities; 

4. Stresses the need for the EU’s external policies to be consistent with each other and 

with other policies with an external dimension, and to pursue the objectives set out in 

Article 21 of the Treaty on European Union; 

5. Believes that the core milestones for the European Union to deliver on the expectations 

of its citizens are: 

– coordination of an assessment of profound threats and challenges within the EU 

and a common approach in how to address them; taking into account in particular 

the prevention of radicalisation, which can lead to recruitment by terrorist groups, 

– consolidation and deepening of the European project and its external action by, 

inter alia, enhancing the EU’s cooperation and capabilities in the field of its 

common foreign and security policy, including information warfare, 

- cooperation between Member States, partners, and international organisations and 

institutions protecting peace within clearly defined and carefully chosen 

conditions to strengthen the rules-based, global political and economic order, 

including the protection of human rights, and working together with partners to 

play a leading role in reconciliation, peacemaking, peacekeeping and, where 

needed, peace enforcement; 

Coordination of an assessment of profound threats and challenges: facing the current 

political and security environment 

6. Emphasises that guaranteeing the security of EU citizens and the integrity of the EU’s 

territory, stabilising the neighbourhood, especially in the Western Balkans with a focus 

on more visibility of the EU in this region, promoting reforms to preserve a rules-based, 

cooperative political and economic international order, tackling the root causes of 
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armed conflicts and enhancing policies of conflict prevention, peaceful conflict 

resolution and dialogue with pluralist democracies committed to the defence of human 

rights, are the key conditions for the stability of the EU; calls on more active EU public 

diplomacy and greater visibility for projects implemented by the EU; 

7. Is of the view that, in an increasingly conflict-ridden and unstable international 

environment, only a combination of effective multilateralism, joint soft power and 

credible hard power can be capable of confronting major security challenges, notably 

the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, the violation of the security order in 

Europe, terrorism, conflicts in the Eastern and Southern neighbourhood, proxy wars, 

hybrid and information warfare, including digital aggression, and energy insecurity; 

highlights that these challenges also include the refugee crises in its humanitarian 

dimension, challenging aggressive behaviour by North Korea, the violation of 

international law by Russia and China’s growing military power, for which only a 

strong diplomatic response will suffice; 

8. Is of the opinion that a more effective common foreign and security policy depends 

primarily on the establishment of common strategic priorities and visions; takes the 

view that it is necessary to tackle the root causes of instability, spread largely because of 

failed or fragile states, and of forced and irregular migration: poverty, the lack of 

economic opportunities and access to education, social exclusion, armed conflicts, 

undemocratic and inefficient governance, corruption, climate change, increasing 

sectarianism, the threat of radicalisation and the spread of extremist ideologies; recalls 

the action plan adopted at the Valletta Summit calling for a shared responsibility of 

countries of origin, transit and destination; emphasises the importance of breaking the 

economic model of smuggler networks; 

9. Underlines the need to counter autocratic and nepotistic trends, to intensify support for 

democratic forces and to fight against Islamist terrorism in the Southern neighbourhood 

and among the neighbours of our neighbours and partners, and to target those groups 

which seek to encourage EU citizens to fight for their extremist cause; recalls that the 

Sahel region and other connected geographical areas are priority regions for ensuring 

the security of the European Union; reiterates the need for concerted diplomatic efforts 

on the part of the EU, the US and other international partners, to work with players in 

the region, such as Turkey, the Gulf states and Iran, on the need for a clear position 

against religious extremism and terrorism, and to establish a common strategy to 

address this global challenge in line with the commitment undertaken at UN level to 

uphold international law and universal values; believes that diplomatic efforts should be 

accompanied by the wide range of other tools and instruments at the EU’s disposal, 

including those for the improvement of political, social and economic conditions 

conducive to the establishment and preservation of peace; 

10. Believes that tackling violent extremism should go hand in hand with upholding 

universal human rights; stresses that the EU must counter and condemn state sponsors 

of radicalisation and terrorism, particularly where such support is given to entities listed 

by the EU as terror organisations; underlines the importance of strengthening 

cooperation with our partners experienced in combating terrorism; 

11. Stresses that a sustainable solution to the Syrian crisis can only be achieved under the 
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existing UN-agreed framework and needs to be based on an inclusive, Syrian-led 

political settlement involving all relevant stakeholders; continues to urge all members of 

the UN Security Council to honour their responsibilities with regard to the crisis; 

supports the call of the UN Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for Syria on the ceasefire 

guarantor states to undertake urgent efforts to uphold the ceasefire regime;  

12. Welcomes the EU strategy on Syria adopted in April 2017, which includes extending 

sanctions to persons involved in the development and use of chemical weapons; 

encourages the further extension of sanctions to those responsible for human rights 

violations; stresses that all those responsible for breaches of international law must be 

held accountable; reiterates its call for the EU and its Member States to explore with 

partners the creation of a Syria war crimes tribunal, pending a successful referral to the 

ICC; stresses the need for the EU to demonstrate full commitment in assisting the 

reconstruction of Syria after the conflict;  

13. Calls on all parties involved, within and outside Libya, to support both the Libyan 

political agreement signed on 17 December 2015 and its resulting Presidential Council, 

which is the only authority recognised by the international community and the UN; 

underlines that solving the Libyan crisis is a prerequisite for stability in the 

Mediterranean; emphasises the importance of the Southern neighbourhood and the need 

to achieve a euro-Mediterranean space of peace, prosperity, stability and integration; 

underlines its strong support for the two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 

with an independent, democratic, viable and contiguous Palestinian state living side-by-

side in peace and security with the secure State of Israel; stresses the importance of 

ensuring coherence of EU policy on situations of occupation or annexation of territory; 

14. Welcomes the continued successful implementation by all parties of the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), agreed by the EU3 +3 with Iran; stresses that 

the continued full implementation of this agreement by all parties is key to global 

efforts on non-proliferation and conflict resolution in the Middle East; highlights that 

the JCPOA is a multilateral agreement that was endorsed by a UN Security Council 

resolution and cannot be changed unilaterally; stresses the security risk posed by Iran’s 

ballistic missile programme and underlines the need for full implementation of UN 

Security Council Resolution 2231, which calls on Iran not to undertake any activity 

related to ballistic missiles designed to be capable of delivering nuclear weapons, 

including launches using such ballistic missile technology; 

15. Notes that the US Treasury Department has officially updated its Specially Designated 

Nationals (SDN) counter-terrorism list to include the Iranian Revolutionary Guards 

Corps (IRGC);  

16. Expresses its deep concern about the ongoing humanitarian disaster in Yemen; 

emphasises once again that there can be no military solution to the prolonged conflict in 

Yemen and supports efforts undertaken by the EU and UN towards achieving the 

ceasefire and laying the ground for peace negotiations; takes the view that the EU must 

act to ensure the continued existence of ethnic-religious minorities in the Middle East, 

particularly in Iraq and Syria; 

17. Condemns the repeated use by Russia of its veto powers on the UN Security 

Council and considers it to undermine international efforts for peace and conflict 
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resolution in Syria and the European Union’s southern neighbourhood more widely; 

18. Acknowledges that further efforts should be made to make legal migration and mobility 

possible, including at bilateral level, by fostering well-managed mobility between and 

within continents, and by encouraging policies that promote regular channels for 

migration while fighting illegal networks that profit from vulnerable people; underlines 

the efforts taken by individual Member States in this regard and considers it essential to 

strengthen the legal and secure access path to Europe; regrets, in this regard, the lack of 

a genuine, balanced and credible European migration and asylum policy, as 

demonstrated by the ongoing crisis in the Mediterranean, and calls on the Council and 

the Member States to act accordingly; 

19. Strongly believes that a new approach to the EU’s relations with its Eastern neighbours 

is needed; believes that supporting those countries that wish to have closer ties with the 

EU must be a top priority for EU foreign policy; believes that the prolongation of 

sanctions against individuals and entities in Russia is an inevitable outcome of the 

failure to implement the Minsk agreements and continues to see such implementation 

by all sides as the basis for a sustainable political solution to the conflict in Eastern 

Ukraine;  

20. Emphasises that the possibility of more cooperative relations with Russia is contingent 

on Russia fully abiding by the European security order and international law; insists that 

the EU should keep open the option of further gradual sanctions if Russia continues to 

violate international law; reiterates its commitment to the independence, sovereignty 

and territorial integrity of Ukraine and all the other Eastern Partnership countries within 

their internationally recognised borders; stresses that Russia’s decision of 21 March 

2014 to incorporate Crimea into the Russian Federation remains illegal under 

international law and deplores the subsequent decision by the Russian authorities to 

forcefully impose Russian passports on all inhabitants of Crimea; calls on the VP/HR 

and the Council to play a more active and effective role in solving protracted and frozen 

conflicts; 

21. Deplores Russia’s multiple violations of international law and its hybrid warfare; 

recognises, however, the possibility of reasoned and coherent selective engagement and 

dialogue with Russia in areas of common interest, in order to ensure accountability and 

respect for international law; stresses the need to maintain and encourage the possibility 

of future cooperation on resolving global crises where there is a direct or indirect EU 

interest or an opportunity to promote EU values;  

22. Believes that normalised relations are a necessity for both the EU and Russia, and that 

any future EU-Russia strategy should emphasise reinforced commitment and support 

for the EU’s Eastern Partners; stresses that the EU should keep the door open for 

deepening the bilateral political and economic relationship with Russia, subject to 

Russia complying with international law and subscribed agreements, and halting its 

increasingly assertive attitude towards its neighbours and Europe;  

23. Reiterates that sovereignty, independence and the peaceful settlement of disputes are 

key principles of the European security order which apply to all states; condemns 

unreservedly, therefore, Russian aggression in Ukraine, including the illegal annexation 

of Crimea and the Russian-sponsored conflict in Eastern Ukraine; calls on the EU, its 
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Member States and the international community to demand that Russia must halt its 

aggression and release all political prisoners; calls for the international community to 

play a more active and effective role in the resolution of the conflict and to support all 

efforts for a lasting peaceful solution which respects the unity, sovereignty and 

territorial integrity of Ukraine, in particular by the deployment – with the consent of the 

Ukrainian authorities – of a peace-building and peace-keeping mission to the whole 

territory; 

24. Reiterates the need for a strategic refocus on the Western Balkans, recognising that the 

EU should follow through with its ambitions in the region, as doing so would give a 

fresh impetus to a credible EU enlargement policy based on the Copenhagen criteria, 

and strengthen the rule of law and the resilience of state institutions; believes that the 

stability of the Western Balkans must continue to be a major priority; calls for more 

efforts in improving the socio-economic and political conditions of the region; is 

convinced that European integration and regional reconciliation are the best means to 

address the dangers stemming from destabilising foreign interference and influences, 

the funding of large Salafist and Wahhabi networks and the recruitment of foreign 

fighters, organised crime, major state disputes, disinformation and hybrid threats; 

stresses the need to remain dedicated to fostering highly effective political societies in 

the region; 

25. Reiterates that once all those criteria have been met, the doors of the EU are open for 

membership; welcomes recent efforts undertaken as part of the Berlin Process and 

Trieste Summit to give additional impetus to the convergence of Western Balkan 

countries towards EU membership; reiterates that special attention and support should 

be given to the implementation of crucial institutional and political reforms in the 

Western Balkans and calls on the Commission to rethink the possibility for additional 

allocation of financial resources for the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA), 

as one of the most important tools for aiding the implementation of those reforms; 

26. Recalls that the review of the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) calls for the 

involvement of neighbouring third countries; calls for stronger support for the 

neighbours of our neighbours, on the basis of shared values and interests, in order to 

tackle global issues and address common challenges; highlights the need to promote the 

empowerment and protection of women, vulnerable social groups and minorities, in 

particular in Africa, where close cooperation between European and local SMEs, in 

partnership with civil society, and where support for building democratic, transparent 

and effective institutions and the promotion of a rule-based global order, are needed;  

27. Considers international cooperation and development policies to be fundamental 

instruments for achieving such objectives and urges a more transparent, improved, 

efficient and effective allocation and use of EU funding, and greater synergies with 

other international organisations; emphasises the need to address the major security 

threats in Africa with a view to eradicating the terrorist threat posed by any terrorist 

group, to guarantee the prevention of the recruitment of individuals, to combat radical 

ideologies and to address energy security by means of environmentally friendly and 

sustainable energy sources while at the same time promoting off-grid solutions; 

28. Strongly condemns any attempt by incumbent presidents to overstay in power by 
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violating, evading or unlawfully amending electoral laws, and constitutions in 

particular; condemns, by the same token, any strategy to abolish or circumvent term 

limits; urges all governments to take measures to ensure the transparency and integrity 

of the entire electoral process, and to take all necessary measures and precautions to 

prevent the perpetration of fraud or any illegal practices; expresses its concern, in this 

regard, about the political crises, and related violence and violations of human rights 

and fundamental freedoms, in particular in countries in the Great Lakes Region; 

reiterates its belief in strong electoral observation missions, and, where necessary, 

financial, technical and logistical support as a means of achieving fair, credible and 

democratic electoral processes; 

29. Encourages the development of a coherent, robust strategy for the Sahel region aimed at 

improving governance and the accountability and legitimacy of state and regional 

institutions, at boosting security, at tackling radicalisation and the trafficking of people, 

arms and drugs, and at strengthening economic and development policies; 

30. Reiterates the need for an updated strategy for EU-Asia relations; voices support in this 

context for stronger cooperation within the framework of the Asia-Europe Meetings, 

including in terms of its parliamentary dimension; encourages support for closer 

regional cooperation and trust-building measures in South Asia with a view to reducing 

tensions between India and Pakistan; recommends continued support for EU peace 

mediation in the Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace process; stresses that preserving 

peace, stability and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region is of substantial interest to the 

EU and its Member States; considers it vital and of great urgency to develop an updated 

EU strategy for the North-East Asia region in the light of the continued military build-

up and the aggressive and irresponsible attitude shown by the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea (DPRK); condemns the tests and provocations by the DPRK, and its 

multiple violations of UN Security Council resolutions and international obligations; 

urges the EU’s diplomatic power to be used to apply pressure on the DPRK to persuade 

its leaders to abandon weapons of mass destruction; calls for the mobilisation of all 

diplomatic tools, including sanctions, in order to prevent an escalation of this crisis; 

calls for the irreversible denuclearisation of the Korean Peninsula by peaceful means 

and for the full implementation of all relevant UN Security Council resolutions; 

31. Stresses that preserving peace, stability and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region is of 

substantial interest to the EU and its Member States; calls on all the parties concerned to 

resolve differences through peaceful means and to refrain from taking unilateral action 

to change the status quo, including in the East and South China Seas and the Taiwan 

Strait, in order to safeguard regional security; reiterates its commitment to supporting 

Taiwan’s meaningful participation in international organisations and activities; 

32. Recalls that Latin America shares with the EU common values, principles and trust in 

effective multilateralism and believes that the EU-Latin American partnership is 

important and should be strengthened in order to jointly address major global 

challenges; expresses its grave concern about the attacks carried out against members of 

the judiciary and the democratically elected opposition and civil society leaders in 

Venezuela; emphasises that respect for the rule of law, the fight against corruption, 

progress towards democracy, and fundamental freedoms and human rights are 

cornerstones for deeper integration and cooperation with Latin America and the 
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Caribbean (LAC);  

33. Reiterates its support for the peace process in Colombia, which is critical for the future 

of Colombians and for stabilisation in the region; demands that all FARC assets, 

including the treasure obtained from drug smuggling, be used to indemnify victims of 

the conflict;  

Consolidation and deepening of the European project through enhanced EU capabilities 

34. Urges the Commission, the EEAS and the Member States to adopt an EU 

comprehensive approach at every relevant opportunity, and believes that coherent, 

coordinated action across EU polices, while taking into consideration and implementing 

the UN Sustainable Development Goals, in particular in the areas of humanitarian aid, 

agriculture, development, trade, energy, climate, science and cyber defence and 

security, should be applied in the EU’s external action in a consistent and structured 

manner in order to harness the EU’s collective force; believes that energy security, the 

respect for human rights and climate diplomacy remain important complementary 

aspects of the EU’s common foreign and security policy to be addressed as part of the 

comprehensive approach, and that the Energy Union should be further advanced; 

35. Recognises that climate change could have a serious effect on regional and global 

stability, as global warming disputes over territory, food, water and other resources 

weaken economies, threaten regional security, and act as a source of migratory flows; 

further encourages the EU and its Member States to consider how national and EU 

military planning can include climate change adaption strategies and what would be 

considered an appropriate capability, priority and response; 

36. Stresses that the future of European defence cooperation is significantly affected by the 

decision of the United Kingdom to withdraw from the EU, and calls for the continued 

engagement of the EU and UK as major international partners in order to maintain 

European security; stresses that the presidential elections in the United States introduced 

uncertainty into the transatlantic partnership and highlights the need for a counterweight 

for EU defence and the establishment of strategic autonomy; 

37. Takes the view, that in order to make the Common Foreign and Security policy more 

assertive, effective and values-based, the EU should enhance its energy security, by 

immediately reducing its dependence, at present, on oil and gas supplied by 

authoritarian regimes, and by stopping it altogether in the medium term; 

38. Stresses that the current decision-making process for the CFSP, based on unanimity in 

the Council of the EU, is the main obstacle to effective and timely external EU action; is 

of the opinion that qualified majority voting should also be applied for the CFSP; takes 

the view that the EU institutions must improve their ability to anticipate conflicts and 

crises, including by means of short- and long-term impact assessments of its policies, in 

order to address the root causes of the problems; believes that the EU needs to be able to 

react more swiftly and effectively to developing crises and should place greater 

emphasis on preventing conflicts by primarily using civilian tools at an early stage; calls 

on the Member States to put into practice Parliament’s recommendations to embrace the 

principle of Responsibility to Protect; stresses the need to deepen cooperation between 

the Member States, partner countries and international organisations, and underlines the 
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importance of an effective exchange of information and coordination of preventive 

actions; 

39. Calls on the VP/HR, the Commission and the Member States to step up their efforts to 

increase the EU’s ability to confront hybrid and cyber threats, to further strengthen the 

capacity of the EU and its partner countries to fight fake news and disinformation, to 

draw up clear criteria to facilitate the detection of fake news, to allocate more resources 

and turn the Stratcom task force into a fully-fledged unit within the EEAS; calls, in this 

regard, for the development of joint, comprehensive risk and vulnerability analysis 

capacities and methods, and for the EU’s resilience and strategic communication 

capabilities to be bolstered; stresses the role of independent media – both on- and 

offline – in promoting cultural diversity and intercultural competences, and the need to 

strengthen such media as a source of credible information, especially in the EU and its 

neighbourhood, and underlines that common EU TV and radio stations should be 

further enhanced; calls on the Commission to coordinate better with the EEAS and 

Member States on those issues; 

40. Is of the view that Europe’s power resides in its ability to strengthen a community of 

values and respect for the diversity of culture that binds together all Europeans; 

believes, in this context, that the EU plays a major role as a promoter of democracy, 

freedom, the rule of law, human rights and equal opportunities, and should continue to 

promote its values outside the EU; recalls that human rights are an integral part of the 

CFSP and should form a central conditionality of external policies, and furthermore that 

these policies must be consistent and principled; highlights that cultural diplomacy 

should become a substantial part of the EU’s external action and urges the Commission 

to expand the Erasmus+ programme and foster the development of ambitious science 

diplomacy; calls for closer coordination with the UNESCO and World Heritage 

Committee and with non-state actors and civil society organisations as key partners of 

the EU; 

41. Points out that it was noted in UN Security Council Resolution 1820(2008) of 19 June 

2008 that rape and other forms of sexual violence can constitute a war crime, a crime 

against humanity, or a constitutive act with respect to genocide, and that women must 

be afforded humanitarian protection in situations of armed conflict; 

42. Considers that the development of a strong defence industry is strengthening the 

technological independence of the EU; calls for the industrial and technological 

resources needed to improve cybersecurity to be developed, including through the 

promotion of a single market for cybersecurity products; calls for significantly increased 

financial and human resources to be made available within the EU institutions in order 

to increase the EU’s cyber security and cyber defence capacity; emphasises the need to 

mainstream cyber defence into external action and common foreign and security policy, 

as well as the need for an improved ability to identify cybercrime;  

43. Notes that information and cyber warfare, targeting EU Member States and other 

Western countries, is a deliberate attempt to destabilise and discredit political, economic 

and social structures; recalls that the security of EU Member States which are NATO 

members is guaranteed under Article 5 of the Alliance; calls for closer coordination on 

cyber defence between EU Member States, EU institutions, NATO, the United States 
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and other credible partners; 

44. Stresses the role of independent media in promoting cultural diversity and intercultural 

competences, and the need to strengthen such media as a source of credible information, 

especially in the EU and its neighbourhood, and to further strengthen the EU’s capacity 

to fight fake news and disinformation; highlights in this context the need to develop 

stronger resilience at EU level against such information spread over the Internet; calls 

on the Commission to coordinate better with the EEAS on those issues; 

45. Believes that Europe should further strengthen cooperation on common defence, in 

order to defend its common values and principles and strategic autonomy; stresses the 

importance of the link between external and internal security, better use of resources 

and risk control in the periphery of Europe; recalls that the link between development 

and security is a key principle underpinning the Union’s approach to external crises and 

conflicts; calls on the Member States to unleash the Lisbon Treaty’s full potential with 

regard to the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) and welcomes in this 

context the Implementation Plan on Security and Defence; encourages a review of the 

EU’s approach to civilian CSDP missions in order to ensure they are properly devised, 

implemented and supported; considers that European Defence Agency (EDA) 

capabilities and permanent structured cooperation (PESCO) and the EU Battlegroups 

should be used to their full potential; urges the Member States to provide additional 

funding to that end; 

46. Believes that the European Union and its Member States must develop effective foreign 

and security policy, and must work together with NATO and other international 

partners, the UN, NGOs, human rights defenders, and others on issues of shared 

concern and in order to promote peace, prosperity and stability around the world; 

highlights the importance of raising awareness and political commitment for an urgent 

implementation of an ambitious, effective and structured CSDP; urges the Council, the 

Commission and the Member States to address the EU’s communication problems by 

making EU external action more accountable and visible; calls on the Member States 

and the EU institutions to deliver on defence following the EU Global Strategy and the 

Commission’s plans to improve EU defence research and capability development;  

47. Calls on the Commission to fully reflect the growing security challenges in its proposal 

for the next multiannual financial framework (MFF); considers that both the size and 

the flexibility of the CFSP budget must match EU citizens’ expectations about the EU’s 

role as a security provider; insists on the need for a global vision for EU policy and 

instruments in the field of security, including fruitful coordination with the proposed 

European Defence Fund; calls on the Member States to aim for the target of spending 

2 % of GDP on defence, and to spend 20 % of their defence budgets on equipment 

identified as necessary by the EDA; points out, in addition, that any new policy must be 

backed by funding from new sources; notes that various Member States have difficulty 

in maintaining a very broad range of fully operational defensive capabilities, mostly 

because of financial constraints; calls for more cooperation and coordination, therefore, 

about which capabilities should be maintained, so that Member States can specialise in 

certain capabilities and spend their resources more efficiently; believes that 

interoperability is key if Member States’ forces are to be more compatible and 

integrated; recalls that CFSP appropriations represented 3.6 % of the Heading 4 
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commitments in 2016 and 0.2 % of the whole EU budget; regrets that the size and 

under-implementation of and systematic transfers from the CFSP chapter reveal a 

persistent lack of ambition for the EU to act as a global player; 

48. Notes that deadlocks within the UN Security Council are impeding action by the 

international community and preventing crisis resolution; calls once again on the 

Member States to support reforms in the composition and functioning of the Security 

Council; 

Cooperation within coalitions and with institutions delivering security 

49. Underlines that it is in the EU’s strategic interest to preserve and deepen its transatlantic 

relations based on respect for common values, international law and multilateralism; 

calls for the EU to continue to develop its strategic autonomy and create its own 

capabilities to better address regional and international conflicts that have an impact on 

the EU; believes that the EU and US should focus on adapting transatlantic structures to 

today’s challenges, such as defending human rights, tackling climate change, combating 

international terrorism and corruption, the prevention of radicalisation, the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction, and countering third-party countries’ efforts to 

destabilise the EU and NATO; further stresses the importance of continued and 

reinforced cooperation between the EU and US bilaterally and through NATO on 

common issues; recalls that the EU and the US are each other’s most important partners 

and that unilateral moves serve only to weaken the transatlantic partnership; believes 

that Europe must further enhance a virtuous alliance between the private and public 

sectors and should reinforce the strategic relationship with the US; calls on the Council 

and the EEAS to consistently raise the issue of US extraterritorial sanctions in their 

dialogue with the US Government; 

50. Strongly supports the 2016 Warsaw Summit Declaration, particularly on EU-NATO 

cooperation, and welcomes decisions on closer cooperation between NATO and the EU 

in numerous areas as well as the placement of US, Canadian and other multinational 

forces at the Eastern flank of the EU; 

51. Calls for increased intelligence sharing between Member States, increased 

interinstitutional intelligence sharing, and coordination between the EU, Member States 

and NATO, and insists that they must continue to cooperate as closely as possible in a 

complementary manner while fully respecting European core values and norms; 

acknowledges that information sharing and coordinated action between the EU, its 

Member States and NATO will produce results in areas such as terrorism response to 

hybrid threats, situational awareness, resilience building, strategic communications, 

cyber security and capacity-building vis-à-vis the EU’s partners; believes that further 

coordination and closer cooperation with other existing multilateral entities such as 

Eurocorps is needed in order to increase the EU’s security; reiterates that a revitalisation 

of the strategic partnerships should be a priority for the EU; 

52. Underlines the role of Parliament in shaping a genuinely common foreign policy in line 

with the expectations of European citizens; calls on the Council to act in concert with 

Parliament during the main phases of foreign policy decision-making; 

53. Acknowledges the work of the VP/HR and calls for her to continue to ensure that future 
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annual reports will be more concise and forward-looking, focusing on the most 

important priorities for the year ahead and an evaluation of the measures launched in the 

previous year, including their financial implications, in order to provide a 

comprehensive overview on the EU’s performance; 

° 

° ° 

54. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission, the 

Vice-President of the Commission / High Representative of the Union for Foreign 

Affairs and Security Policy, and the Member States. 
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MINORITY OPINION  

on the Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) 

2016/2036(INI)) 
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Rapporteur: David McAllister 

 

 

Minority Report tabled by GUE/NGL MEPs Sabine Lösing, Takis Hadjigeorgiou, Miguel 

Urban Crespo, Javier Couso Permuy 

 

The report claims that the EU-policy is values-based, commits to protection of human rights 

and wants to tackle the root causes of instability such as poverty, lack of economic 

opportunities, social exclusion, armed conflicts and forced migration while neglecting that the 

EU’s CFSP-policy bears much of the responsibility as one of the biggest arms-exporters in the 

world and because of its aggressive trade and economic policy. The report considers it essential 

to strengthen legal and secure paths to Europe but does not speak about the (financial) EU-

support for the detention of refugee in North Africa and the defacto close-down of all ways 

towards the EU.  

 

We object to the report since it: 

 

 speaks of peaceful and diplomatic conflict solution but supports a strong defence industry 

and demands increase funding for defence capabilities;   

 demands the abolishment of the unanimity principle in Council concerning CFSP but 

promotes qualified majority-decisions 

 welcomes Implementation Plan on Security and Defence, advocates EU-funded permanent 

structured cooperation and EU-battlegroups; 

 demands further EU-NATO cooperation, supports the merge of internal and external 

security. 

We demand: 

- complete (including nuclear) disarmament on EU and global levels; 

- no military funding from EU-budget the strict interpretation of article 41(2) TEU that 

prohibits to use the EU-budget for expenditure arising from operations having military 

or defence implication; 

- dissolution of NATO 

 

 

 

 

 

10.10.2017 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS 

for the Committee on Foreign Affairs 

on the annual report on the implementation of the common foreign and security policy 

(2017/2121(INI)) 

Rapporteur: Jean Arthuis 

 

 

SUGGESTIONS 

The Committee on Budgets calls on the Committee on Foreign Affairs, as the committee 

responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions into its motion for a resolution: 

1. Notes that while the budgetary appropriations adopted under the common foreign and 

security policy (CFSP) for 2016 amounted to EUR 326.8 million in commitments and 

EUR 298.1 million in payments, the proportion of transfers from the CFSP chapter 

reached an unprecedented EUR 124.4 million in commitments and EUR 69 million in 

payments in 2016; 

2. Notes that following the approval of transfer of appropriations No DEC 07/2017 worth 

EUR 85 million from the CFSP chapter to the EU Facility for Refugees in Turkey and the 

increase in planned consumption, the CFSP will be running an estimated deficit of EUR 

55.6 million until the end of 2017, if all the planned operations are approved; 

3. Recalls that CFSP appropriations represented 3.6 % of the Heading 4 commitments in 

2016 and 0.2 % of the whole EU budget; regrets that the size and under-implementation of 

and systematic transfers from the CFSP chapter reveal a persistent lack of ambition for the 

EU to act as a global player; 

4. Reiterates its call for the full utilisation of the Treaty tools for raising funds under the 

CFSP and the common security and defence policy (CSDP), namely Permanent Structured 

Cooperation and the start-up fund for the initial phase of the missions; reiterates the need 

for synergies in order to improve cost efficiency; believes that EU defence cooperation 

must be strengthened by looking for further avenues for the joint purchase, maintenance 

and upkeep of forces and material, as this would boost EU assets and capabilities and 

potentially have positive effects on defence research and industrial matters; notes that 

owing to Member States’ financial constraints there should be more coordination and 

clearer decisions about which capabilities to maintain, so that Member States can 

specialise in certain capabilities; calls on the Member States to review and broaden 

substantially the Athena financing mechanism and to take full advantage of the 

cooperative projects proposed by the European Defence Agency (EDA), provided that 

they generate added value for the EU; 
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5. Calls on the Commission to fully reflect the growing security challenges in its proposal 

for the next multiannual financial framework; considers that both the size and the 

flexibility of the CFSP budget must match, inter alia, EU citizens’ expectations on the 

EU’s role as a security provider, and the likely challenges and opportunities for the EU’s 

standing as a strategic actor following Brexit; insists on the need for a global vision for 

EU policy and instruments in the field of security, including fruitful coordination with the 

proposed European Defence Fund; calls on the Member States to aim for the target of 

spending 2 % of GDP on defence, and to spend 20 % of their defence budgets on 

equipment identified as necessary by the EDA; points out, in addition, that any new policy 

must be backed by funding from new sources; 

6. Notes that while the EU Monitoring Mission in Georgia, EULEX Kosovo and EUPOL 

Afghanistan are historically the only missions with their own budgetary lines, more 

important missions from a budgetary point of view, such as EUCAP Somalia, EUCAP 

Sahel Niger and EUAM Ukraine, all fall under the generic line; considers that, in order to 

respect the principles of transparency and specification, appropriations concerning single 

major missions should be entered as separate budget lines of the CFSP chapter. 
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